S: I provide shelter and food and help fishes breathe. To grow and thrive, it's sunlight I need. What am I?

M: I use my long roots to hold me in place. When my leaves fall, many will come to give them a taste. Who am I?

M: The boys have one big claw but the girls' are both small. Around the roots of the mangroves is where we all crawl. Draw me!

H: I live my whole life in a borrowed home. I drag it around wherever I roam. Draw me!

CR: I'm not related to elk, moose, or deer. The white tips on my branches mean, I'm growing here!

CR: I'm a small pale fish with a body long and narrow. Draw a picture of me peeking out of my burrow!

N: We help clean the walls with our five sharp teeth. Be careful not to step on us when you're out on the reef!

OR: We form large reefs, rare and bright white. Few people see us, we live with no light. Who are we?

How many legs do I have?

How deep do we live?

S = Seagrass Tank | M = Mangrove Tank | H = Hardbottom Tank | CR = Coral Reef Tank | N = Nearshore Reef Tank | OR = Oculina Reef Tank | *Don't forget to read the signs!